Bolton Recreation Commission
Director’s Report
September 2016
No Meeting held this month
1. Recreation Center
A. Attendance-September=46
B. The Annual Program Assessment has been submitted to the Warren County Youth Bureau
C. Calendar-see reverse
D. Recreation Attendant- I am currently seeking a new recreation center attendant
2. Summer-NA
3. Winter Programs
A. Gore Mountain 2017 dates are 1/8, 22, 29, Feb. 5, 12, and 26.
Gore Sunday Program Pricing
Lift and lesson

$199

Lift, lesson, rental

$307

Lift, lesson, helmet only rental

$241

Pass holder rate (lessons only)*

$100

4. Other
1. I have been presented with a unique opportunity to assist in bringing Louis van Amstel,
professional dancer from “Dancing with the Stars,” to Bolton Landing. I have not used all of
my occupancy tax money this year and would like to provide his host, Patty Brown, at least
$750.00 in order for him to teach a free LaBlast fitness class, Q&A, photo opportunities, and
ask participants to donate a nonperishable to the Bolton Food Pantry or Heat My Neighbor
Program. This first event would occur in the morning.
A second possible opportunity is being discussed to have Mr. van Amstel teach a Line
Dancing Class in the late afternoon on the same day. Again, this event would be free if an
additional $750.00 could be paid to him. Participants would be asked again to make a
donation to a local organization.
I am in discussion with the Sagamore Hotel for a location for the morning event, and BCS for
the afternoon Line Dancing event. There is enough money remaining to pay the $750.00
fee for both classes. I would like to be able to offer minimally $1,000.00 at this point, as I
am still considering booking a children’s event in December. There is a PR person who will
be involved with the event if the locations work out. This would mean possible TV coverage,
live Facebook shoots, and great promotion of Bolton Landing.

